
 

 

 

 

 

 
Agenda- Protecting Victims of Human Trafficking in Conflict and Post Conflict situations. 

 

The delegate of Yemen would like to notify that Yemen is suffering from tough times and 

there are several problems like gender equality, child labour, forced labour, education issues, 

availability of clean water, arbitrary detentions, torture and kidnapping. There is also 

numerous count of victim affected by human trafficking during the conflicts. 

Undoubtedly, Human Trafficking affects the life of victims severely. Yemen has one 

democracy but some groups of terrorist and groups made by civilians against government 

are ruling in major areas and harming civilians which increase the chance of human 

trafficking. Also small children are forced for begging, unskilled labouring and street vending. 

According to International Labour Organization, The child labour rate in Yemen is more than 

18% of total population. 

After the civil wars some of the schools were destroyed. As there are only few schools left, it 

is pretty sure that the child labour will increase. Conflict and violence have pushed more 

families into poverty and deprivation.  

Yemen government is raising funds, so far this is not sufficient for making universities, 

collages, schools and hospitals. Delegation of Yemen is requesting United Nations to raise 

International funds for developing country and for giving relief to victims. Civilians are also 

coming out and volunteering in some temporary shelters like the one in Sana’a for the 

peoples those are victims. 

Delegate of Yemen would like to Thank UNICEF for approaching the ground and helping 

victims of human trafficking and fulfilling basic needs giving clean water and food to eat even 

during pandemics like Covid-19.  
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They are inspiring the youth to study. As a result children’s those are between 15 - 20, more 

than half of them are educated and making our country a better place to live in.  

Heart filled thanks from delegation of Yemen to UNICEF and UN and other agencies for 

fulfilling our basic needs and protecting victims of human trafficking in conflict and post 

conflict situations. In collaboration with these agencies, Government is arranging anti-

trafficking public awareness camps. Moreover, in these camps we are spreading pros of 

education and encouraging students to study that are at least under 16. Relief international 

organisation is also doing several remarkable things like. 

• 1.5 metric ton of food aid delivered to families of Yemen. 

• 854 k healthcare consultation provided to help the poor ones. 

• 20,000 people access to safe water and sanitation systems. 

• 61 healthcare facilities supported. 

By getting support of all UN members, we will get success in making Yemen united, single 

democratic country with better rights and basic facilities like education, medical treatment, 

food, clean water etc and delegation of Yemen is fully sure that “Humanity will win” 

 

Thank You  
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Name-Parth Gurjar (delegate of Yemen) 

Country-Yemen  
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